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Brandon Sanderson and Harriet McDougal
Sign A Memory of Light
Wednesday, February 6, 7:00 PM 

A Memory of Light, the 14th and final volume in Robert 
Jordan’s The Wheel of Time®, brings to a close the legendary 
epic fantasy series. When Robert Jordan passed away in 2007, 
he had prepared for the moment with hundreds of pages of 
notes devoted to the concluding volumes and a request to his 
widow and long-time editor, Harriet McDougal, to find a 
successor to finish the series. That successor, Brandon 
Sanderson, a renowned epic fantasy author in his own right, 
joins Harriet to celebrate the concluding volume with The 
Wheel of Time® fans. This is a ticketed event – tickets for the 
signing line are available with purchase of A Memory of Light 
from Mysterious Galaxy, available now. 

Marie Brennan
Signs A Natural History of Dragons
Friday, February 8, 7:00 PM 

Northern California fantasy author Marie 
Brennan is self-described as “a former 
academic with a background in 
archaeology, anthropology, and folklore, 
which she now puts to rather cockeyed 
use in writing fantasy.” The author of 
The Doppelganger books and The Onyx 
Court series has now embarked on 
chronicling the eventful career of Lady 
Trent, artist, natural historian, lady 
adventurer, with A Natural History of Dragons.

Deep Cuts Launch Party
With editor E.S. Magill and contributors and local 
author Erik Williams
Saturday, February 9, 3:00 PM 

Celebrate Women in Horror and local small press authors at the 
launch party for Deep Cuts: Stories that Get Under Your Skin 
The anthology consists of short horror stories by authors of all 
genders, and dozens of recommendations for a favorite horror 
story by a woman writer. Among the contributors are editor E.S. 
Magill with an essay on Nancy’s Holder’s “Crash Cart,” a new 
story by Steven Woodworth, and a recommendation from Kelly 
Dunn (AKA Savannah Kline). 

The Deep Cuts gang will be joined by Erik Williams, self-
proclaimed “Demon Squid” and defense contractor, whose 
Demon is likely to appeal to fans of SEAL Team 666, and 
whose Progeny involves horror south of the border. 

Stephen Blackmoore
Signs Dead Things
Sunday, February 10, 2:00 PM 

Stephen Blackmoore’s Dead Things is set in the same world as 
his debut novel, City of the Lost, an alternative L.A. where 
magic is real, dirty, and very bloody, but with a completely 
different set of characters. The protagonist, Eric Carter is a 
Necromancer and bad decision maker. See Jaclyn’s review at 
the bottom of this page.

SCWC San Diego
Crowne Plaza Hanalei San Diego
Friday, February 15 – Monday, February 18 

Writers in progress should join MG at the 27th Annual 
Southern California Writers’ Conference at the Crown Plaza 
Hanalei in Mission Valley from Friday, February 15 to 
Monday, February 18. Instructors at this year’s intensive 
workshop convention include (subject to change): David Brin, 
Andrew Kaufman, Caitlin Rother, and Drusilla Campbell, and 
many more familiar names from the literary field. For more 
information, visit their website: www.writersconference.com.

Terry Ambrose
Signs License to Lie
Friday, February 15, 7:00 PM 

The latest crime novel by San Diego’s own Terry Ambrose, 
License to Lie contains both familiar elements, like the war 
between the sexes and those on opposite sides of the law, and 
unusual elements, with its dual-protagonist point of view. Join 
us to discuss journalism, fiction, and the pros and cons of 
femme fatales. 

Robert Levinson
Signs Phony Tinsel
Saturday, February 16, 2:00 PM 

Robert Levinson has had a long career in 
public relations, which has informed his 
mysteries. Ellery Queen’s Mystery 
Magazine wrote, “Phony Tinsel, set in 
1930’s Hollywood, is a twisted tale of 
love, sex, and egos featuring a 
screenwriter named Charlie Dickens and 
the women who sink their claws into him.” Bob’s event will 
include a reading from the book and lots of Q&A insider 
conversation about show biz in general and the Golden Age of 
Hollywood in particular. 

Janice Steinberg
Signs The Tin Horse
Sunday, February 17, 2:00 PM

Janice Steinberg is familiar to MG’s readers for her work in the 
mystery field, including founding the San Diego chapter of 
Sisters in Crime and her Margo Simon series. Her new novel, 
The Tin Horse, has mystery elements, but more also is an 

exploration of family, sisterhood, history and the immigrant 
experience of a Jewish family in early 20th century Los Angeles.

Peter Brett
Signs The Daylight War
Wednesday, February 20, 7:00 PM 

Peter Brett and The Warded Man and 
company return with The Daylight War, 
the third in the Demon Cycle epic 
fantasy series. Patrick’s review says, “In 
the world of The Demon Cycle, 
humankind use wards to keep the 
demons at bay. In our world, Brett 
weaves words to bring that world and the characters within it 
to life. And live they most certainly do.” (See the rest of 
Patrick’s review at the bottom of this page.)  

Mad Scientists event
With John Joseph Adams and Austin Grossman
Friday, February 22, 7:00 PM

Renowned editor John Joseph Adams has assembled a 
collection of 22 tales all told from the villains’ perspective in 
The Mad Scientist’s Guide to World Domination: Original 
Short Fiction for the Modern Evil Genius. Library Journal’s 
review states, “In addition to the overall excellence of the 
stories, fans of superhero fiction should enjoy the variety of 
interpretations of the terms ‘mad scientist,’ ‘super villain,’ and 
‘evil genius.’ Contributor Austin Grossman’s Soon I Will be 
Invincible remains a perpetual staff favorite in the 
superpowers genre.

P.T. McHugh
Signs Keeper of the Black Stones
Wednesday, February 27, 7:00 PM 

P.T. McHugh introduces fifteen-year-old Jason Evans – much 
like any other high school student except for his special ability 
to jump through time assisted by some very special stones – in 
Keeper of the Black Stones. Jason isn’t the only one with 
access to the stones, and he must confront an adversary who 
has captured Jason’s grandfather and is bent on destroying the 
timeline as we know it.  

Looking Ahead:
March brings: Amber Benson – March 1; Shannon Messenger 
– March 5; Patricia Briggs – March 7; ConDor Convention 
with Connie Willis; Dan Wells – March 11; Claudia Gray –
March 11; Warren Fahy – March 19; Greg Bear –March 22; 
Terry Brooks – March 23; Kevin J. Anderson – March 26; 
Debra Driza – March 27; Chris Howard – March 27; Dana 
Cameron – March 28; and WonderCon in Anaheim. 

F R O M  O U R  S T A F F

SF
The Daylight War: Book Three of The Demon Cycle by Peter V. Brett

In The Daylight War, the women behind the men who would be Deliverer come to the fore. In 
the north, Arlen’s love of Renna binds him to the world of men, but her desire to be always at his 
side may just cost her her humanity. In the south, Jardir didn’t come to his exalted position 
among the tribes of Krasia on his own. His First Wife, Inevera, wields a significant power of her 
own, and even Jardir is wary of that power. And let us not forget Leesha, behind and between 
both men. She might just have a little something to deliver herself. The Deliverer has come, oh 
yes, but who it is has yet to be decided, and if the world of men remains divided, can even the 
Deliverer save it?

In the world of The Demon Cycle, humankind use wards to keep the demons at bay. In our 
world, Brett weaves words to bring that world and the characters within it to life. And live they 
most certainly do. I just love this series and will suffer along with the rest of you until Brett 
delivers books four and five of the Cycle. – Patrick 
Del Rey, $28.00. 

Mystery
Ghostman by Roger Hobbs

This especially engaging debut will thrill fans of the ultimate caper movies like Oceans 11, 12, 
and 13 and The Italian Job. A Ghostman is someone who can disappear … completely … from 
everyone’s radar. In fact in this first entry by Hobbs we never learn the Ghostman’s real name,  
only that for this particular job, he has taken on the persona of Jack Morton. “Jack” is bored 
because he has been hiding out for over six months. When he gets a call from Marcus Hayes who 
wants him to fix a bank heist gone very wrong, “Jack” agrees to help him for a variety of reasons. 
As “Jack” heads out to Atlantic City to figure out where two of the people involved in a robbery/
shoot-out have gone (along with the money), we are treated to an insider’s look at bank robberies, 
how ghostmen work, and a little bit about how this particular ghostman came to be. The action 
never stops and we can only hope that “Jack” will be back. – Terry 
Knopf, $24.99.

Urban Fantasy
Dead Things by Stephen Blackmoore

Stephen Blackmoore’s sophomore effort, Dead Things, exists in that exciting place where 
urban fantasy and noir meet for a late-night tryst. After spending fifteen years in exile as 
necromancer for hire, Eric Carter’s not great at dealing with the living. Back in LA to find out 
who’s behind his sister’s brutal murder, Carter is thrown back into a world that has moved on 
without him. As Carter unravels the big ugly sweater that his life has become, he discovers some 
things don’t stay dead, some friends don’t stay honest, and some unsavory alliances can be 
convenient, even if there’s hell to pay later. Blackmoore has a talent for setting scenes that pack 
visual punch, and I found myself loving the smartass, gallows humor of Dead Things, and 
enjoying the clever, tiny ways magic and reality intertwine. – Jaclyn 
DAW paperback original, $7.99. 

YA
Scarlet by Marissa Meyer

For those of you who read Cinder and said, “I can’t wait…” oh, it is so 
worth the wait! The Lunar Chronicles continue at breakneck speed with the 
introduction of Scarlet, the granddaughter of Wing Commander Michelle 
Benoit, who has some interesting history with Linh Garan, Cinder’s dead 
stepfather. When Scarlet searches for her mysteriously missing grandmother, 
she meets Wolfe, member #962, and loyal soldier of the Order of the Pack. 
Yes, now we have Little Red Riding Hood and the big, bad Wolf, and Cinder, 
who is busy escaping from prison by using her new found Lunar powers on unsuspecting Captain 
Caswell Thorne. Fortunately, he is imprisoned for stealing a government owned spaceship, which 
really comes in handy. IIko makes a comeback in a most unusual way that is linked with this ship 
as Prince Kai and Queen Levana work, unsuccessfully, to avoid war. Scarlet is the perfect 
companion to Cinder, and the promise of the third book, and the re-appearance of Dr. Erland 
make it very difficult to wait yet another year for the final answers. – Bunny
Feiwell and Friends, $17.99.
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